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1. The SEC’s Climate Proposal: Handicapping When/What Final Rule Might Look Like 

2. Upcoming Webcast: “The SEC’s Climate/Cyber Rulemakings – Your Action Items 

Now” 

3. A New Guide: “The SEC’s Climate Disclosure Proposal – A Comprehensive Look” 
4. SEC Commissioner Crenshaw Speaks on SPACs 

5. How to Write a Comment Letter to the SEC on a Rulemaking: 8 Tips to Be Persuasive 

6. How to Write a Comment Letter to the SEC on a Rulemaking: The Mechanics 
7. In-House Corner: Rule 10b5-1 Plans 

8. Internal Investigations: Who Are the Company’s Actual Adversaries? 

9. Internal Investigations: Law on Work Product & Attorney-Client Privilege 

10.  Spring Cleaning: Dissolve Unnecessary Subsidiaries 
11.  Today is My 20-Year Blogging Anniversary… 

   

12.  Critics dubious about whether SEC’s climate proposal would do much 

13.  European regulator proposes sustainability reporting standards 

14.  Major jurisdictions join the ISSB in its standard-setting efforts 

15.  UK court rules that charitable trusts can be climate-friendly 

 

21 Intriguing Things You Need to Know 
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16.  Where is the “normative” aspect of sustainability in standard-setting? 

17.  “Fossil fuel financing” shareholder proposals at major banks receive scant support 

18.  Investors often pay for the improvement from sustainability-linked bonds 

19.  Could Elon Musk buy Twitter if it was a B Corp? 

20.  Just 100 companies were responsible for 71% of all GHG emissions… 

21.  For institutional investors, portfolio managers not on same ESG page as proxy 

committees 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Random… 

 

 

 

 

One of my favorite moments in talking to folks about my plans to launch Zippy Point was when 
one friend abruptly stopped me when I explained the platform would be populated with 

instructional videos, available for free. He blurted out, “Free? What’s the hitch?” 

 
I’d been so used to the notion that all the content was complimentary – dutifully plowing ahead 

for several months – that I hadn’t considered an answer to the question in some time. Frankly, I 

was at a loss for words, other than to softly say “there is no hitch.” 

 

That’s because there is no hitch. My motivation for launching Zippy Point was to give back to 

the community. To educate the next generation. To keep our community united in tough times. 

Zippy Point is Free? Um, What’s the Hitch? 

 

We have posted 27 panels for the “In-House Institute Conference” - available on-demand 

right now, for free. 

 

We have posted 25 panels for the “ESG Workshop Conference” - available on-demand 

right now, for free. 
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To not price out those that can’t afford the alternatives that have become way too expensive in 

my humble opinion. 

 

Of course, having said all that, I am relying on the generosity of the community to donate to the 

cause if they find my content of value. So I can buy health care for my family, so I can recoup 

my operational costs.  

 

You’ll see my recommended levels of support on my “Pay-What-You-Can” page are a fraction 

of what other providers are charging. If you don’t see what you need, please do drop me a line: 
broc@zippypoint.com. Thank you for being a part of the community – and here’s my 2-minute 

video explaining this same concept. And since all the content on ZippyPoint.com is 

complimentary, please “Pay-What-You-Can” to help keep this fine platform alive & well…  

 

 

 

How to Best Use Zippy Point 

Here’s a short video explaining how to best use “Zippy Point.” There are more than 570 
Vid-Guides dealing with corporate & securities law, corporate governance, E&S issues 

and more – see the list of Vid-Guides spread throughout these categories: 

− Corporate Governance 
− Proxy Season 

− Executive Pay 

− ’34 Act/Other 

− ’33 Act/Deals 
− Sustainability/E&S 

− Career Advice 

− Fun Party 

And since all the content on ZippyPoint.com is complimentary, please “Pay-What-You-

Can” to help keep this fine platform alive & well…  
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